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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we collect a number of complements and extensions to some 
known results due to Panda and Kapoor [12], Oshman [lo], and Holmes 
and Kripke [6], and also point out an error in the main result of [8]. These 
results are all concerned with the common theme of continuity of metric 
projections. 
Let X be a (real or complex) normed linear space and M a subset of X. 
The metric projection onto M is the mapping PM : X -+ 2” which associates 
with each x in X its (possibly empty) set of nearest points in M. Thus 
P&c) = {WI E M: 11 x - Ill 11 = d(x, ill)], 
where d(x, M) = inf{l/ x - 3’ I/: JJ E M). M is called proximirzal (resp., 
Chebychev if Plll(x) contains at least (resp., exactly) one point for each x 
in X. A sequence (u,) in M is called minimizing for x in X if lim /I x - Y,~ /I = 
d(x, M). Recall that a normed linear space X is rotund (X) or strictly convex 
provided the boundary of the unit ball in X contains no line segements. 
Vlasov [16] introduced the concept of compact local uniform rotundity 
(CLUR). Oshman [ll] and, independently, Panda and Kapoor 1121 have 
shown that in CLUR space the class of Chebychev sets with continuous metric 
projections coincides with the class of approximatively compact Chebychev 
sets. In Section 2, we extend the results of [12] to a more general setting. 
For example (Theorem 2.6), in a CLUR space, the metric projection onto 
a proximinal set is compact-valued and upper semicontinuous on a dense set. 
In Section 3, we consider a class of /%suns investigated by Oshman [lo], 
enlarge this class somewhat, and show that each member of this class has a 
continuous metric projection irrespective of the gemometry of the Banach 
space. 
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Section 4 contains a few complements to some results of Holmes and 
Kripke [6] concerning linear metric projections. For example (Proposition 4) 
for each 1 ,( r < 2, we can construct a Banach space X and a subspace 
M of X so that M is Chebyshev, PIM is linear, /I P:,, ij = Y, and the kernel 
of Phi is also a Chebyshev subspace with a continuous metric projection. 
In Section 5, we point out that the “Klee” space does not have the property 
attributed to it in [8]. Thus several questions and conjectures concerning the 
continuity of metric projections (which this space apparently settled) are 
still unresolved. 
We will use the following notation throughout. If .X’ is a normed linear 
space, then 
S(X) = {x E X: !I x jj = I>. 
A word about the organization of this paper. With the exception of some 
definitions given in early sections and used in later ones, each section is 
independent of the others, and thus can be read in any order. 
2. PROPERTIES OF CLUR SPACES 
In this section we note that the main results of Panda and Kapoor [12] 
in CLUR spaces can be extended to the setting of proximinal (rather than 
Chebychev) sets, and outer radially lower semicontinuous (rather than 
continuous) metric projections. 
A normed linear space X is called compactly locnliy uniformly rotzmd 
(CLUR) if X, x, in S(X) and // x, + x jl ---f 2 imply that (x~) has a convergem 
subsequence. 
Clearly, every finite-dimensional space is CLUR, and CLUR generalizes 
the notion of a locally uniformly rotund (LUR) space. Indeed, it is easy to 
verify that X is LUR if and only if X is CLUR and (R). (In 1121. CLUR 
was called property (M). However, we conform to the earlier designation 
11% 171.) 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K be a subset of X. The metric projection Pk. is 
said to be outer radially lower semicontinuous (o.r.1.s.c.) at x,, if for every 
yu in PK(xO) and each open set lV with W n PK(xo) f o there exists a neigh- 
borhood o’of x,, such that W n PK(x) f: ~3 for every x in b’ n (x, 7 h(s - y,?f :
X 3 01. PK is called o.r.1.s.c. if it is o.r.1.s.c. at each point of x. 
This generalization of lower semicontinuity was introduced and studied 
in [3, 41 (where it was called “ORL continuity”). It was shown there, for 
example, that every sun has an o.r.1.s.c. metric projection; and in spaces of 
type C’(T) or II(T), the converse is valid. 
By making the appropriate modifications of the proof of Theorem -9 
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in [12]-using Blatter’s generalization [2, Lemma 41 of a result of Vlasov 
[16, Lemma l]-we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X have property CLUR and let K be a proximinal 
subset. If PK is o.r.1.s.c. and PK is compact-valued, then K is approximatively 
compact. 
Panda and Kapoor [12, Theorem l] proved this in the special case when 
K is a Chebychev set with a continuous metric projection. Since every apprxi- 
matively compact Chebychev set has a continuous metric projection (Singer 
[13]), we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let K be a Chebychev subset of a space having property 
CLUR. The following-statements are equivalent. 
(1) K is approximatively compact, 
(2) PK is continuous, 
(3) PK is-0.r.l.s.c. 
Oshman [I l] and, independently, Panda and Kapoor [ 121 proved the impli- 
cation (2) 3 (1). We do not know whether the converse of Theorem 2.2 
is valid. However, the above corollary shows that the converse is valid for 
Chebychev sets. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let K be a subset of X. PK is upper semicontinuous 
(u.s.c.) at x,, if for each open set W with PK(x,,) C W, there exists a neighbor- 
hood U of x0 such that PK(x) C W for every x in U. PK is called U.S.C. if it 
is U.S.C. at each point of X. 
For Chebychev sets, U.S.C. and continuity are obviously identical. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let K be a proximinal subset of X, x E X, and suppose every 
minimizing sequence for x has a convergent subsequence. Then P, is U.S.C. 
at x and PK(x) is compact. 
Proof: That PK(x) is compact is obvious since every sequence in PK(x) 
is minimizing. If Pn- were not U.S.C. at x, there exist an open set W3 Px(x) 
and a sequence X, --t x such that PK(x,)\ W = 0. Choose Y.~ E PK(x,J\ W. 
Then 
II x - yn II G II x - xrz II + II xn - in II = II x - x, II + 4x,, K) -+ 4x, K> 
so ( yn) is minimizing for x. Let ( y.,J be a subsequence with ynb -+ y,, . 
Then y,, E K and, from the above inequality, j( x - y0 11 < d(x, K). Hence 
y0 E P&x) C W, so yn, E W eventually, a contradiction. [ 
In particular (Singer [13]): Every approximatively compact set has a 
U.S.C. metric projection. The main result of this section is 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a CLUR space, K a proximinai subset, x E Xq 
4 =~EP~(x), 0 <A < l,andz=Xx+(l -X)y. Therz: 
(1) every minimizing sequelice for z has a convergent subsequence, 
(2) PK is u.s.c. at z, 
(3) P&) is compact. 
IIZ parficular, there is a dense subset of X on ;,lhich PK is U.S.C. and compacr- 
valued. 
Prooj En view of Lemma 2.5, it suEices to prove ii). We may assume 
x E K. Note that y $ P,&). For each 12, let 
K, = (u E x: !/ 11 - z 11 ,< I/ 2 - y /I + l/n, /I 11 - X /I > 1; x - y iI>. 
Let ( y?J in K be a minimizing sequence for Z. Then there is a subsequence 
( y,mcnj) such that ylncn) E K, for each IZ. By Lemma 2 of [12], ( yrncn)) (and 
hence (~7~) also) has a convergent subsequence. 
COROLLARY 2.7 (Panda and Kapoor [12]). Let X be a CL.UR space. 
Then the metric projection onto each Chebychev set is continuous on a defue 
subset of X. 
COROLLARY 2.8 (Panda and Kapoor [12]). In a CLUR space, every 
proximiwl fkun is approximatively compact. 
Proof Let I< be a proximinal /3-sun in X and z E X\K. Choose y E Pg(z) 
so that y E P& + h(z - y)) f or all h > 0. Given X, > 0, let x = z + X, x 
(Z - y). Then z is a convex combination of x and y and Theorem 2.6 implies 
every minimizing sequence for z has a convergent subsequence. Thus R 
is approximatively compact. 1 
It is natural to ask whether an approximation theoretic characterization 
of CLUR spaces exists. For example, are these spaces characterized by the 
property that the class of approximatively compact sets coincides with the 
class of proximinal sets having U.S.C. (OS o.r.1.s.c.) and compact-valued 
metric projections? 
3. A CLASS OF sUN§ 
A normed linear space X is called NLUR (Oshman [9J) if (xn) in S(X), 
(fn), (fF)> in S(X*),fn(~J = 1 =fc’(x,) (12 =O, 1,2,...), d(x,, Hp’n &J--+0, 
and d(xn , HF1 n HJ -+ 0 imply x, -+ x,, , where 
Iq) = (x E X:f(y’(x) = l] and H, = {x E x:fn(x) = 11. 
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Oshman [9] essentially showed that in a reflexive rotund space with NLUR, 
the metric projection onto every Chebychev p-sun is continuous. It is not 
known whether the converse is true. (The converse is false without the 
assumption of rotundity. This follows by observing that each non-rotund 
fiinite-dimensional space is CLUR but not NLUR and then applying 
Corollary 2.8, above.) As an initial attempt to obtain a (negative) answer 
to this question we investigate the class of p-suns studied by Oshman [lo, 
Lemma 21. We show that these P-suns-indeed, an even larger class of 
P-suns-always have continuous metric projections. The essential ideas 
of the proof of Lemma 3.1 can be found in [lo, Lemma 21. Since the proof is 
short, we have included it here for completeness. 
For the remainder of this section, unless otherwise stated, we fix a normed 
linear space X, x,, E S(X), and a weak* compact subset {fi : i E I> of the set 
{ffS(X*):f(x,) = I}. Let 
v = U{yEX:J,(y) b l}. 
iOI 
LEMMA 3.1. V is a proximinal /km. More explicitly, x + d(x) x0 E P”(x) 
for each x E X\V, where d(x) = inJJ1 - A(x)]. 
Proof. Since V is the union of the closed half spaces Hi = ( y E X 
fi( y) > l> (i E I), it follows that for each x E X\V, d(x, V) = infi d(x, Hi> = 
infi[l --h(x)] = d(x). 
Let y = x + d(x) x0. Then 11 y - x /[ = d(x) = d(x, V). Thus to show 
y E Pv(x), we need only show y E V. By weak* compactness we can choose 
an index i0 E I so that d(x) = 1 -h,(x). Then 
so y E V. In particular, V is proximinal. 
It remains to show that V is a p-sun. Let x E X\V and x’ = x + d(x) x,, . 
By the preceeding argument, x’ E Py(x). Let h = x’ + x(x- - x’). We will 
show that x’ E Pv(xA). For each 2, E V, choose i E I so thatfi(v) > 1. Then 
11 xA - x’ 11 = X 11 x - x’ I/ = h d(x) = d(x) - (1 - A) d(x) 
< 1 - A(X) - (1 - h) d(x) 5 fi(u - x) - (1 - X) d(x) 
=.f$ - x,4) < II 0 - x,3 II. 
Thus x’ E qy(x) and V is a p-sun. 1 
Oshman [lo] established Lemma 3.1 in the particular case ‘when 
V = ( y E X:f( y) > 1 for somefE S(X*) ,withf(xJ = l}. 
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THEOREM 3.2. If V is a Chebychev set-which will be the cause when X 
is rotund--hen Pv is continuous. 
ProoJ Assume V is Chebychev. By Lemma 3.1, P&Y) = x + d(x) x0 
for each x in X\V. Since Pv is continuous on V, to show continuity of Pv , 
it obviously suffices to show that the function x + d(x) is continuous on 
X\V. Let x E Xl, V and xra --f x. Since @,) < 1 - ft(.:;(zcn) for each i E i’, we 
have lim sup d(x,) < a(x). Next choose i, E I so that d(xJ = I. -h*(x,). 
Let f E X* be a weak* cluster point of (A,). Then f = & for some 4 E I0 
Since 
l&&J - f(x)1 d fi,bJ -how + ! A:;,(x) - fW 
< I x, - n I + 1 “A:;,(-4 - Jix>i, 
we have (by passing to a subsequence if necessary) that J;:,(xJ *S(x)* 
Hence 
Thus 
lim inf d(x,) = 1 -S(x) 3 d(x). 
d(x) < lim inf d(x,) < lim sup d(x,) < d(x) 
and so d(x) = lim d(x,). This shows that d is continuous on X\V. 
It remains to show that if X is rotund, then V is a Chebychev set. In view 
of Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that any proximinal p-sun g in a rotund 
space X is Chebychev. If this result were false, there would be an x E X\R 
and distict points x’, x” in PK(x). We may assume x = 0. Choose y’ E PK(0) 
so that y’ E PK[ y’ + h(0 - y’)] whenever X 2 0. In particular, y’ E P&-.y’)* 
Now either x” f y’ or x’ i y’, say, the former. Then since equality holds 
in the triangle inequality, we obtain y’ = x’, a contradiction. 
4. LINEAR METRIC PROJECTIONS 
If M is’ a Chebyshev subspace of the normed linear space X, the kcruei 
of th metric projection P,,r will be denoted by M”. Thus 
Ma = (x E X: PI&) = O> = (x E X: /! x 11 = d(x, hQ>. 
It is well known (Holmes and Kripke [6]) that P, is linear if and only if Ma 
is a linear subspace. In the same paper, they proved the following results 
THEOREM, (Holmes and Kripke [6]). Let M be a Chebychev subspace qf X. 
(I) If P,,,l is contimlous, then I-j- Pnl is a homeornorphism of X with 
itself: 
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(2) If Pbf is linear, then jj P, I/ = 1 if and only if MO is a proximinal 
subspace arzd x - PI&x) E PM(x) E P,&x)for each x E X. 
(3) If P,[ is linear and MO is a Chebychev subspace, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(4 II phf II = L 
(b) P,o = I - PM, 
(c) (MO)0 = M. 
Our first observation is that to compute the norm of certain linear metric 
projections, it suffices to consider only the unit ball of a rather small subset. 
LEMMA 4.1. If M is a Chebychev subspace of the normed linear space X, 
PM is linear, and MO is proximinal, then 
II PM II = SUPill p,&)ll: x E (MO)O, IIx /I < 0. 
Proof. We first note that since M is Chebychev, each x E X has a unique 
representation in the form x = m + yl~O, where nr E M and ino E MO. In 
fact, m = Pbf(x) and nz” = x - Pfil(x). Thus X = M @ MO. Since MO is 
proximinal, we also have X = MO + (M”)O (i.e., X = {m” + moo: m” E MO, 
moo E (MO)O}. Finally, recall that since MO is a subspace, PbfO is “additive 
modulo MO”: P&u + v) = PMO(u) + PI&v) for any u E X and v E MO. 
Thus we have x = nz + m” and m = ml0 + moo, where m E M, m”, ml0 E MO, 
and moo E (MO)O. Since MO is a subspace ml0 + m” E MO and 
x = (ml0 + m”) + moo, 
so 
m” + ml0 E m” + m,O + PM,(moo) = PMO(mo + ml0 + moo) = PMO(x). 
In particular, II nzoo II = /I x - (m” + rnlO)~~ < II x 11. Also, by linearity 
of PM, 
PM(X) = P&n) = P M ml0 + moo) = PM(mlo) + PM(moo) = P&moo). ( 
This shows that for each x E X with Ij x II < 1, there is an m” E (MO)O with 
II moo II < 1 and P,f(moo) = PM(x). Thus 
II PM II = SUP{ll P&)ll: x E x, II x II G 11 
< SUPlll pM(x)ll: x E (M”>o, II x II G 11 G II PM II 
and the result follows. # 
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Tf A$ is a Chebychev subspace of X, the 1~1’1~1 of I’,!, , whether PZW is hnear 
or not, is defined by 
Since P.t.I is the identity on M, Ij P,,,* 11 3 1. On the other hand, since 
for every X, it follows that (( P, I/ < 2. Thus 1 < // PRI I/ ,< 2. In a Hilbert 
space it is well known that the metric projection onto a closed subspace is 
always linear and has norm one (viz., it is the orthogonal projection). Xn 
general normed spaces however, with the exception of Chebychev subspaces 
of codimension one, Chebychev subspaces having linear metric projections 
are relatively scarce. (For example, the space C[O, I] has none with finite 
dimension f5].) The next two results state, in particular, that linear metric 
projections exist with every norm size possible. (We use the notation fi(2) 
to denote the space R2 with the norm Il(a, /3)1, = i E j + I p r.) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For each real number I’ with I < P < 2, there is a 
one dimerzsiorzal subspace M = M,. of 4(2) with the following properties: 
(I) M is Chebychev, 
(2) Pal is linear, 
(3 II F,, II = I’, 
(4~ lLaD is Chebychev, 
(5) Fjtfo is linear. 
Pt=ooJ Choose an angle 6’ E [0, n/4) so that tan 0 = r - 1. Define the 
subspace AI = M, by 
M = (X = (y, y tan 0): y E R). 
For any x = (a, fi) in II(R) and y = (y, y tan 8) in M, we have 
ijx-yy//=lcu--l+$j--tanO! 
> In--~~tan6+I/!-ytan6j 
>,/~tan0--/3 
and equality holds only if E = y (since 0 < tan 8 < 1). But y. = (a, cy. tan 6) 
satisfies /I x - yu I/ = / /3 - a tan ff /. Thus M is Chebychev and 
In particular, (I) is verified, and (2) follows from the relation (*). 
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(*I If ll(a, P)ll < 1, then 
II PLd% P)II = IK 01, a tan @II = I 01 I (1 + tan 0) = 1 OL (I = r 
and equality holds for (01, /3) = (l,O). Thus II PM I/ = r. 
(4) From (*) it follows that (ai, fi) E MO o 01 = 0. That is, 
MO = ((0, /I): p E R}. 
If x = (01, p) and y = y = (0, r) E MO, then 
Il~-~ll=l~l+lp-rl~l~l 
and equality holds-only if p = y. This shows that MO is Chebychev and 
(5) follows from Eq. (**). 
(6) For each (ol, ,8) with 11(01, p)ll B 1, we have 
II P,& P>ll = I P I < ll(% PJII : 
so 11 Pil,io /I = 1. 
(7) (MOJO = ((01, P): P&d% P) = 01 
= ((Cd, 0): 01 E R} 
and (MO)0 f M if tan 8 # 0, i.e., if r # 1. 1 
6 
(**) 
1, 
Remark. Using Lemma 4.1, it is not hard to see that there is no Chebychev 
subspace M of Z1(2) with (PAi linear and) II PM II = 2. More generally, we 
prove 
LEMMA 4.3. If X is a finite-dimensional normed linear space and M a 
Chebychev subspace, then II PA{ II < 2. 
ProoJ: If Ij P, II = 2, then by compactness of the unit ball in X and the 
continuity of P,\[ , there would exis- x E X with /I x 11 = 1 and I( PM(x)11 = 4. 
Hence 
2 = II Pw(x)ll d II PA&) - x II + II x II < 2 II x II = 2. 
Thus equality must hold throughout so jl PM(x) - x I/ = /I x 11. This implies 
that P&x) = 0 which contradicts II P&l] = 2. Thus II P,\* II < 2. 1 
Thus to find a Chebychev subspace with (linear) metric projection having 
norm 2, we are forced to consider infinite-dimensional spaces. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. There is a subspace h4 of C[O, l] with the properties: 
(I) A4 is Chebychev, 
(2) PM is linear, 
(31 II PM II = 2: 
(4) A4O is Chebychev, 
(5) Pxl0 is not linear, 
(6) I! pw II = 1, 
(7) (MO)0 i M. 
Proof. Let M = {x E C[O, I]: Ji x(t) dt = 01. For each x E C[O, I]? 
let st x(t) dt = 01. For each x E C[O, l]? let 2 = x - Ji x(t) dt. Then 3i: E M 
and I\ x - 5 11 = I $ x(t) dt I. If y E M, then 
Jo x - y jl 3 j1 I x(t) - v(t)1 dt 3 1 1’ [x(t) dt / = / s’ X(t) dt 1 = /I .Y - 1 I!. 
0 0 0 
This shows that 3i: E PM(x), Now equality holds in the above inequality if 
and only if x - y = c, a constant. Since y E M, c = j-i x(t) dt. That is, 
y = f. This proves that M is Chebychev and 
P&.(x) = x - J1 x(t) dt. 
0 
(2) The linearity of P, follows immediately from (*). 
(3) Given 0 < E < 1 define 
x(t) = 1 - 4 t if 0 < t ,< E, 
= -1 if ~<t<l. 
Then x E CEO, 11, /j x (( = 1, and P&x) = x + 1 - E. Since x(O) = 1, 
we have that // P,w(x)jj > 2 - E. Since E was arbitrary, /I P,! 11 > 2 and hence 
/I PM II = 2. 
(4) From (*) we obtain 
MO = {x E C[O, I]: P&x) = 0) = (x: x a constant). 
It is well known that the constant functions form a one-dimensional 
Chebychev subspace of CIO, 11. Indeed, if x E C[O, I], then 
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(5) Define x and y on [0, l] by 
x(t) = 0 if 0 < t < 4, 
=4t-1 if $<t<+, 
=l if &<t<l; 
y(t) = 1 if O<t<&, 
=-A+3 if +<t<g 
zzz 0 if $<t<l. 
Then x, y E C[O, l] and P&x) ‘= 4 = P,,,,( ~1). But 
(x + v>(t) = 1 if 0 < t < 4, 
= 4t if a < t < *, 
= 4(1 - t) if + < t < 2, 
= 1 if f<t<l, 
so that P,&x + JT) = 8 f P&x) + Pwo( JJ). Thus PM0 is not linear. 
(6) If 11 x 11 < 1, then --I < x(t) < 1 for all t implies 
-1 < *[max x(t) + min x(t)] < 1, 
f f 
i.e., Ij P&)/I < 1. Thus I/ P&ll < 1. Thus // Pwo II = 1. 
(7) From (5) and the previously mentioned Holmes-Kripke result, it 
follows that (MO)O is not linear and hence (MO)O # M. A simple direct 
proof is also available. Define x on [0, I] by 
x(t) = -4t + 1 if 0 < t 9 $, 
- 1 -- if &<t<l, 
Then P&x) = 0, i.e., x E (MO)O, but Ji x(t) dt = -4 so x 4 AL a 
Remark. It would be interesting to know exactly which Banach spaces 
contain Chebychev subspaces having linear metric projections with norm 2. 
(The above shows that CIO, I] is such a space, but finite-dimensional spaces 
and Hilbert spaces are not.) 
5. THE KLEE SPACE AND CONTINUOUS METRIC PROJECTIONS 
This section concerns itself with the necessaty and sufficient conditions 
for a Banach space to have a continuous metric projection onto every closed 
convex set. Oshman [I l] has given a geometrical characterization of such 
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spaces, namely, that it have property (0). A Banach space X is said to possess 
property (0) if X is reflexive, and if (xn) in S(X), (f.,$ in S(X*), &(x,) = 1 
(n = 0, 1,2) fi2 -+fo weakly, d(,u, , H, n H,) + 0, nT(x, , H, n EL) - 0 
imply x, + x0 , where H, = {x E X jfn(x> = l}. 
One notes that this characterization is extremely complicated and difficult 
to apply to specific Banach spaces. It should be noted that if X is reflexive 
and X* is Frechet smooth, then X has property (0). Indeed if (,Y~) C S(X), 
Jfi E S(X*), f&J = 1 (n = 0, l,... ), and Q!(x, , hl, n H,) + 0, choose any 
JJ~ E H, n H, such that 11 x, - yn I/ --z 0. Then 
By Smulian’s characterization [14] of Frechet smoothness of X*, it follows 
that (x,) converges. By strict convexity of X, the limit is x. 
Both Oshman [Ill and Vlasov [17] have conjectured that X possessing 
property (0) is equivalent to X” being Frechet smooth. 
In [17], Vlasov has shown that they are indeed equivalent if X is a smooth. 
Banach space. Previous work [8] by the second author of this paper claimed 
that the dual of the Klee space [7], was an example of a Banach space such 
that the metric projection onto every closed subspace was continuous and 
yet the dual of that space was not Frechet smooth. A mistake in the proof of 
[8, Lemma 2.11 renders all claims in that paper invalid. We show in this 
section that the dual space of the Klee space does not possess property (0). 
In particular, this shows that there exists a reflexive, rotund Banach space, 
whose dual space has a norm that is Frechet differentiable at all points of 
its unit ball except for two antipodal points and yet this space fails to possess 
property (0). This seems to lend considerable support to a positive answer 
to Oshman and Vlasovs conjecture. It is evident why such a space should 
have been considered as a possible counterexample to their conjecture. One 
needs only to verify the defining property of property (0) for those sequences 
(fJ in S(X*) which converge weakly to either of the two antipodal points 
of this unit ball of X* where the norm is not Frechet differentiable. Symmetry 
reduces the problem and looking at only one of the points. Unfortunately 
the defining condition fails at these points as we show. 
Recall that I, is the Banach space of square summable sequences of real 
numbers x = (so, x1, X, ,...) with norm /I .‘c ii2 = (c,” .~,~~)r/~. The vector 
6, will denote the sequence whose lzth coordinate is one and all others are 
zero. pT denotes the subspace {x E & I 3c0 = 0; and the norm is denoted 
!j x lip = (2,” xny. 
Klee [7] exhibited an equivalent renorming of /,-call the space X- 
such that X is smooth and that the norm of X is Frechet differentiable at all 
points of S(X) except ~3,. If we let Y = X* denote the dual space of X9 
it is clear that Y is a reflexive, rotund Banach space from elementary dualiry 
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considerations. It is the space Y that we will show does not possess pro- 
perty to). 
We recall the renorming of Z, given in [7]. Let 
where each yli is an even function on [- 1, l] to [0, l] with the following pro- 
perties. 
Given a sequence E: of positive real numbers decresing to zero one has 
(1) qi is the continuous and concave with r,(O) = 1, ~(1 - Q) = 2~ 
and vi(l) = 0 for all i, 
(2) Q is differentiable on [0, 1) with ~(0) = 0 and ~(1 - .Q = -1 
for all i; 
(3) Q has a vertical tangent at 1 (i.e., limn+l- q,(h) = -co for all i). 
To facilitate our computations, we shall work with the following particular 
functions having these properties: 
= 1 --h+ Ei, 2ri < x < 1 - Ei ) 
= 1/46,(1 - A), l-Ci<X\<l. 
In [7] Klee let K to be the closed convex hull of a,, : K = EE(@,). The guage 
pn-(.) of Kis taken to be the norm of the Klee space X. We set Y = x” with 
norm defined by the gauge p,&.) where K” denotes the polar set of I( in Y. 
Given x in S(X), it is necessary for us to find the norm duality mapping 
T: S(X) -+ S(Y) which has the property that (x, TX) = pK(.x) P&TX) = 1. 
One checks that T6, = So . Let F = {x E Z2 1 C,” / xJ?~~(x~)[~ -= l> denote 
a surface in I2 . By standard infinite-dimensional calculus techniques in I2 , 
one can determine the equation of a supporting hyperplane to F at any 
specific point X on F. Such an equation would have the form (91, .‘c - 2) = 0 
where p) is in I, . Since F is a symmetric set, rp would also determine a sup- 
porting hyperplane at (-X). Any supporting hyperplane would also support 
the closed convex hull of I---6, , +a,} u F and hence support K, the unit ball 
of the Klee space. Normalizing the linear functional y will yield the norm 
duality element for an element in %n . In particular one finds that if f is in 
W),f = (A, 4. ,-.>, then 
1 
Tf = 1 + A(f) .fo ( 
fi A! 
Jf), Tj2(fo) ’ -fg(fo) ‘... 1 ’ 
where 4.17 = Xi?=, - t.h2/ri3tfo)) vi(fo). 
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To show that Y does not possess property (0) set 
f Ii = (1 - “j) 6, + ?Ir(l - t--J x 6, + Yj(l - Ej) y6, , 
where 9 + y2 = 1, xy # 0, and the (ej) is the precise sequence determining 
the properties of the Q. . Clearly f i is in S(X). Tf j is in S(Y) and. is given by 
As j ---f “3, cj + 0, f j -+ 6, weakly and Tfj -+ 6, weakly. 
Since Y is a renorming of I2 with an equivalent norm, it can be shown that 
!] rfj - 6,jlE = l/(1 + E~)~(Q~ + (cj/.+) x2 + y”) > y2/2 > 0 for all j. Thus 
Tf j does not converge strongly to 6, . This would refute Y processing property 
(0) if we can show that the f 5 and Tf j satisfy these remaining hypothesis of 
property (0). In particular we must show that d(Tf j, Ho n Hj) + 0 and 
To facilitate the computation we present another renorming of !, . Let B 
denote the closed convex hull of (6, + S(V)? -8, + S(V)]. K is contained in 
B and & with guage pB can be shown to be equivalent renorming of !, . In 
fact, p&x) = max{l x0 j, /I x, lju}, where x = x0 t X, , X, in V. In the space 
Y, we also obtain an equivalent renorming using pea as the norm. In particular 
PdYl = lY0 I + IIYV I/v. Clearly B” C K” and pKO( v) < peo( y) for all y 
in Y. Thus d&Tf j, Ho n Hj) < dBo(Tfj, Ho n Hj) and d,&, , Ho n Hj) < 
dB@io ) Ho n Hj). We will show that the larger distances approach zero 
insuring that the smaller ones do likewise. By definition 
We note that in our specific case 
and 
Ho =(z~12~zo = 1) 
Ho n Hj = (z E I, 1 z. = 1 and x7,(1 - ei) z, + y71j(l - ej) zj = ej}. 
Then 
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where A!’ = {z E Y / .q,(l - l i) z1 + yq$J - Q) zj = Q) is a hyperplane 
in V. 
Then using the formula for the distance from an element in a space to a 
hyperplane i(z) = c (i.e., d(a, H) = 
ff, n Hi) = I 1 - 1 I + inL,.d II Z, /Iv 
as j-t co. 
I ~(4 - c l/II F II) one hai pdh , 
Similarly d,~(Tfj, H, f3 Hj) = I 1 - l/(1 + G~)I + infi,,eJl I/ Tf j - Z, jlv 
=/1-‘-l+ I 2EjX2/(1 + cj) + 2E1 J2/(1 + 'j) - Ej I 
1 + Ej 2Ej -X2(EJEJ + y2 
1 
= l-l+Ej 
I 241 + 4 - Ej I 
+ 1 29 ) -x”(e2/eJ + y” 
1 
‘-l+Ej 
+ P/(1 + 4 - 11 --t () 
-X”(EJCJ + y2 as j-+cO. 
This concludes the proof that the dual of the Klee space does not possess 
property (0). 
The authors wish to acknowledge recent correspondence from L. P. 
Vlassov. He notes that if in Theorem 2.2 one strengthens the o.r.1.s.c. of 
PK to o.r.1. continuity, one obtains the following result. In a complete 
CLUR space every proximinal set with an o.r.1. continuous metric projection 
is approximately compact. Notice that one now need not have PK a compact 
valued map. He also notes that E. V. Oshman [I 1, Theorem 41 proved that 
in a Banach space X every p-sum is approximatively compact if and only if 
X is a CN,LUR space. Thus Oshman has claim to the result we attributed 
to Panda and Kapoor in Corollary 2.8. 
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